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Migration and Urbanization: Local Solutions for
Global Economic Challenges 2019-08-16
international migration and urbanization as economic processes can
provide great opportunities to solve local and regional economic and
social problems and lead to the leveling of global economic unfairness
and multi complexity however uncontrolled migration and urbanization
can easily destroy market stability and create many new social and
economic problems both in developed due to migration and developing
due to urbanization countries migration and urbanization local
solutions for global economic challenges is a collection of innovative
research that sets basic rules and patterns for state regulation of
urbanization and international migration and for increasing the
economic efficiency of developed and developing countries additionally
the book evaluates the economic impact of urbanization and
international migration at the global national and regional levels
while highlighting topics including economic security modern
mechanisms and migration policy this book is ideally designed for
government officials economists educators policymakers industry
leaders business managers academicians researchers and students

Global Crises, Global Solutions 2009-07-09
in this book leading economists evaluate how the world can best spend
money to combat the world s biggest problems

Three Worlds of Labour Economics 2016-07-08
first published in 1988 more than ever before the economics profession
is divided among three competing schools of thought especially in
labor economics neoclassical institutional and radical perspectives
contend each approaching its analysis of issues from different world
views and separate sets of assumptions this book presents four issues
in labor economics income distribution racial discrimination
comparable worth and the international division of labor

EBOOK: LABOR ECONOMICS 2015-01-16
ebook labor economics

Technological Solutions for Sustainable
Business Practice in Asia 2015-05-31
central asian countries play a geostrategic role in world economy and
politics as a result efforts are being made to establish an effective
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channel of communication between academic and research institutions
policymakers government agencies and individuals concerned with the
complexities of asian business information technologies sustainable
development and globalization technological solutions for sustainable
business practice in asia provides an in depth analysis on asian
economy business and management with a clear international and
interdisciplinary approach this comprehensive resource is beneficial
for academics phd students policymakers and government officials

Migration and integration: Tackling policy
challenges, opportunities and solutions
2024-04-02
first published in 1988 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an
informa company

Three Worlds of Labor Economics 1988
this book aims to set the intense political debates on one side in
order to do some serious economic analysis it assumes that a sovereign
independent palestinian state comes into existence in the west bank
and gaza strip and proceeds to examine the economic policies and
institutional reforms which would be appropriate for it key
recommendations are that such a state should adopt a non
discriminatory trade regime introduce a new currency with a currency
board and later a hard peg to the euro establish a new type of pension
scheme combining universal and work based elements adopt an economic
strategy geared to the modern knowledge based global economy and based
on the identification of clusters and take a forward looking approach
to the compensation of refugees which relates compensation to the cost
of absorbing returning refugees in a viable and growing economy
budgetary policy corporate governance financial sector reform and
foreign aid strategy are also discussed and an incomplete contracts
model of integration is presented the contributors are internationally
respected economists from a variety of countries and perspectives
their analysis should be accessible and relevant to readers of many
kinds from students and academics involved with development economics
politics and international relations through to policy makers and
those with a general interest in the middle east

The Economics of Palestine 2004-08-02
with the increased interest in the role of inequality in modern
economies this timely and original book explores income distribution
as an equilibrium phenomenon though globalization tends to destroy
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earlier equilibria within industrialized and devel

The New Economics of Income Distribution
2015-06-29
the united states is now admitting nearly one million legal immigrants
per year while the flow of illegal aliens into the country continues
to increase steadily the debate over immigration policy has typically
focused on three fundamental questions how do immigrants perform
economically relative to others what effects do immigrants have on the
employment opportunities of other workers what kind of immigration
policy is most beneficial to the host country this authoritative
volume represents a move beyond purely descriptive assessments of
labor market consequences toward a more fully developed analysis of
economic impacts across the social spectrum exploring the broader
repercussions of immigration on education welfare social security and
crime as well as the labor market these papers assess dimensions not
yet taken into account by traditional cost benefit calculations this
collection offers new insights into the kinds of economic
opportunities and outcomes that immigrant populations might expect for
themselves and future generations

Issues in the Economics of Immigration
2008-04-15
the uneven geographical distribution of economic activities is a huge
challenge worldwide and also for the european union in krugman s new
economic geography economic systems have a simple spatial structure
this book shows that more sophisticated models should visualise the eu
as an evolving trade network with a specific topology and different
aggregation levels at the highest level economic geography models give
a bird eye s view of spatial dynamics at a medium level institutions
shape the economy and the structure of financial and labour markets at
the lowest level individual decisions interact with the economic
social and institutional environment the focus is on firms decision on
location and innovation such multilevel models exhibit complex dynamic
patterns path dependence cumulative causation hysteresis on a network
structure and specific analytic tools are necessary for studying
strategic interaction heterogeneity and nonlinearities

Regulation 2000
undergraduate level textbook introducing students to the factors which
define immigration politics in the united states and europe based on
the dual premise that nations need to learn from how immigration
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issues are handled in other modern democracies and that adaptation to
a new era of refugee and emigration movements is critical to a stable
world marilyn hoskin systematically compares the immigration policies
of the united states britain germany and france as prime examples of
the challenges faced in the twenty first century because immigration
is a complex phenomenon understanding immigration provides students
with a multidisciplinary framework based on the thesis that a nation s
geography history economy and political system define its immigration
policy in the process it is possible to weigh the influence of such
factors as isolation colonialism labor imbalances and tolerance of
fringe parties and groups in determining how governments ultimately
respond to both routine immigration requests and the more dramatic
surges witnessed in both europe and the united states since 2013
marilyn hoskin is professor emerita of political science at the
university of new hampshire and the author of new immigrants and
democratic society minority integration in western democracies

Complexity and Geographical Economics
2015-02-17
the economics of immigration summarizes the best social science
studying the actual impact of immigration which is found to be at odds
with popular fears greater flows of immigration have the potential to
substantially increase world income and reduce extreme poverty
existing evidence indicates that immigration slightly enhances the
wealth of natives born in destination countries while doing little to
harm the job prospects or reduce the wages of most of the native born
population similarly although a matter of debate most credible
scholarly estimates of the net fiscal impact of current migration find
only small positive or negative impacts importantly current
generations of immigrants do not appear to be assimilating more slowly
than prior waves although the range of debate on the consequences of
immigration is much narrower in scholarly circles than in the general
public that does not mean that all social scientists agree on what a
desirable immigration policy embodies the second half of this book
contains three chapters each by a social scientist who is
knowledgeable of the scholarship summarized in the first half of the
book which argue for very different policy immigration policies one
proposes to significantly cut current levels of immigration another
suggests an auction market for immigration permits the third proposes
open borders the final chapter surveys the policy opinions of other
immigration experts and explores the factors that lead reasonable
social scientists to disagree on matters of immigration policy
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Understanding Immigration 2017-11-14
this book explores the widening gap between the wage packets of
skilled and unskilled workers that has become a pressing issue for all
states in the globalized world economy comparing the experiences of
more and less developed economies chapters analyse the underlying
causes and key social changes that accompany income inequality

The Economics of Immigration 2015-08-24
george borjasâ well received text blends coverage of traditional
topics with modern theory and developments into a superb labor
economics book his integration of theory with facts and coverage of
latest research make his book one of the most popular at the middle
and upper end of the market

Growing Income Inequalities 2012-11-13
this book presents a series of research articles written over the past
four decades by leading economists george j borjas and barry r
chiswick borjas and chiswick are leading experts on the adjustment of
immigrants in their destination country and their impact on the
economy although they worked separately throughout their careers and
did not always agree their intellectual interaction has greatly
increased understanding of the economic consequences of international
migration and immigration policy across developed immigrant receiving
countries this volume brings together their contributions for the
first time to demonstrate how public policy issues on immigration have
evolved over time an in depth analysis of the key issues relating to
international migration foundations of migration economics explores
the assimilation of immigrants focusing on the earning changes of
immigrants with a longer duration in the host economy how immigrant
networks and ethnic enclaves influence the labor market and linguistic
adjustment of immigrants determinants of language proficiency and to
what extent pre migration skills are effectively employed by the
destination and the effect of immigration on the earnings of earlier
waves of immigrants and native born workers

Labor Economics 2005
the first volume focuses on globalization international migration
employment labour agency technological change and labour resilience
this book aims to examine how labour institutions both in developed
and developing countries have responded to the challenges faced over
the last 30 years it will be relevant to students and researchers
interested in labour economics political economy and development
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economics

Foundations of Migration Economics 2019-02-07
the economics of immigration is written as a both a reference for
researchers and as a textbook on the economics of immigration it is
aimed at two audiences 1 researchers who are interested in learning
more about how economists approach the study of human migration flows
and 2 graduate students taking a course on migration or a labor
economics course where immigration is one of the subfields studied the
book covers the economic theory of immigration which explains why
people move across borders and details the consequences of such
movements for the source and destination economies the book also
describes immigration policy providing both a history of immigration
policy in a variety of countries and using the economic theory of
immigration to explain the determinants and consequences of the
policies the timing of this book coincides with the emergence of
immigration as a major political and economic issue in the usa japan
europe and many developing countries

Global Labour in Distress, Volume I 2023-01-01
this volume is a collection of papers that apply general equilibrium
theory in order to obtain policy relevant insights on topical issues
of international trade and migration the first set of papers focuses
on european integration applying dynamic numerical general equilibrium
methods to quantify the effects of geographic extension of the
european union including the effects of eastern enlargement of the eu
on incumbent western member countries the second set of papers deals
with the trade effects of wto membership with special focus on the so
called extensive country margin where new international trading
relationships are formed the third set of papers focuses on
immigration offering a rigorous theoretical analysis of the so called
immigration surplus as well as an econometric estimation of the gains
and pain that germany has forgone by initially restricting immigration
from new eu member countries after the eu s eastern enlargement in
2004 and finally the book contains a set of theoretical papers on the
distributional effects of offshoring contents introduction modeling eu
type economic integration eastern enlargement of the eu eastern
enlargement of the eu jobs investment and welfare in present member
countries ben j heijdra christian keuschnigg and wilhelm kohler
eastern enlargement of the eu a comprehensive welfare assessment
wilhelm kohler the role of distance and wto membership for trade
exploring the intensive and extensive margins of world trade gabriel j
felbermayr and wilhelm kohler wto membership and the extensive margin
of world trade new evidence gabriel j felbermayr and wilhelm kohler
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offshoring a new form of trade conventional mechanisms the
distributional effects of international fragmentation wilhelm kohler
aspects of international fragmentation wilhelm kohler international
outsourcing and factor prices with multistage production wilhelm
kohler the bazaar effect unbundling of comparative advantage and
migration wilhelm kohler international migration gains and pains
immigration and native welfare gabriel j felbermayr and wilhelm kohler
can international migration ever be made a pareto improvement gabriel
felbermayr and wilhelm kohler restrictive immigration policy in
germany pains and gains foregone gabriel felbermayr wido geis and
wilhelm kohler readership postgraduate students and researchers in the
field of international economics

The Economics of Immigration 2013-05-17
millions of people nearly 3 percent of the world s population no
longer live in the country where they were born every day migrants
enter not only the united states but also developed countries without
much of a history of immigration some of these nations have switched
in a short span of time from being the source of immigrants to being a
destination for them international migration is today a central
subject of research in modern labor economics which seeks to put into
perspective and explain this historic demographic transformation
immigration economics synthesizes the theories models and econometric
methods used to identify the causes and consequences of international
labor flows economist george borjas lays out with clarity and rigor a
full spectrum of topics including migrant worker selection and
assimilation the impact of immigration on labor markets and worker
wages and the economic benefits and losses that result from
immigration two important themes emerge first immigration has
distributional consequences some people gain but some people lose
second immigrants are rational economic agents who attempt to do the
best they can with the resources they have and the same holds true for
native workers of the countries that receive migrants this
straightforward behavioral proposition borjas argues has crucial
implications for how economists and policymakers should frame
contemporary debates over immigration

European Economic Integration, Wto Membership,
Immigration and Offshoring 2014
the economic literature on international migration interests
policymakers as well as academics throughout the social sciences these
volumes the first of a new subseries in the handbooks in economics
describe and analyze scholarship created since the inception of
serious attention began in the late 1970s this literature appears in
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the general economics journals in various field journals in economics
especially but not exclusively those covering labor market and human
resource issues in interdisciplinary immigration journals and in
papers by economists published in journals associated with history
sociology political science demography and linguistics among others
covers a range of topics from labor market outcomes and fiscal
consequences to the effects of international migration on the level
and distribution of income and everything in between encompasses a
wide range of topics related to migration and is multidisciplinary in
some aspects which is crucial on the topic of migration appeals to a
large community of scholars interested in this topic and for whom no
overviews or summaries exist

INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF ECONOMICS & FINANCE
2001
immigration is the primary cause of population change in developed
countries and a major component of population change in many
developing countries this clear and perceptive text discusses how
immigration impacts population size composition and distribution the
authors address major socio political issues of immigration through
the lens of demography bringing demographic insights to bear on a
number of pressing questions currently discussed in the media such as
does immigration stimulate the economy do immigrants put an excessive
strain on health care systems how does the racial and ethnic
composition of immigrants challenge what it means to be american or
french or german by systematically exploring demographic topics such
as fertility health education and age and sex structures the book
provides students of immigration with a broader understanding of the
impact of immigration on populations and offers new ways to think
about immigration and society

Immigration Economics 2014-06-09
the world has never been richer than today the distribution of our
global wealth however is hugely biased since 1980 the gains were
mainly captured by the rich the top 1 obtained twice as much of the
income growth as compared to the bottom 50 nevertheless within
economics debates about inequality have remained rather marginal
despite long term research by renowned scholars such as tony atkinson
within the public arena concerns about inequality emerged as a result
of a number of developments first the global financial crisis in 2008
exposed the risks of the financing of the economy secondly 2013 thomas
picketty s book capital in the 21st century demonstrated that against
the trend of the overall 20th century capital returns outstrip the
gains through economic growth in recent decades thus threatening
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social coherence and democratic institutions and thirdly the
millennium campaign presented impressive achievements regarding
poverty but stirred doubts whether the most deprived were left even
further behind since 2015 then the stated aim of sdg 10 is to reduce
inequality within and among countries there is growing consensus that
economic growth is not sufficient to reduce poverty and that our
efforts to make it more inclusive so far were insufficient the very
first step reduce inequality is to adopt a systemic perspective
allowing an integrative analysis covering both ends of the ladder
policies should be universal in principle and pay attention to the
needs of disadvantaged and marginalized populations predicated on
comparison inequality reminds us that it s not enough to study lower
earners and the poor instead the term demands that we expand our
perspective scrutinizing how economic value is generated accumulated
at whose cost and not least how the overall system could be made
fairer transitioning to reduced inequalities therefore explores
inequality trends worldwide offers a debate on different measures and
comparative perspectives highlights key actors who either benefited or
suffered from recent economic trends and explores policy options to
reduce inequality and thus contribute to sdg 10 the volume considers
particularly conceptual frameworks with regards to the inequality
debate the relationship between poverty reduction economic growth and
inequality measures of inequality overlooked bypassed groups in
developing countries analysis on income wealth growth for different
groups in the global north discussion about policies to reduce
inequality and further research in the realm of inequality
transitioning to reduced inequalities is part of mdpi s new open
access book series transitioning to sustainability with this series
mdpi pursues environmentally and socially relevant research which
contributes to efforts toward a sustainable world

Handbook of the Economics of International
Migration 2014-12-08
the oxford handbook of health economics provides an accessible and
authoritative guide to health economics intended for scholars and
students in the field as well as those in adjacent disciplines
including health policy and clinical medicine the chapters stress the
direct impact of health economics reasoning on policy and practice
offering readers an introduction to the potential reach of the
discipline contributions come from internationally recognized leaders
in health economics and reflect the worldwide reach of the discipline
authoritative but non technical the chapters place great emphasis on
the connections between theory and policy making and develop the
contributions of health economics to problems arising in a variety of
institutional contexts from primary care to the operations of health
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insurers the volume addresses policy concerns relevant to health
systems in both developed and developing countries it takes a broad
perspective with relevance to systems with single or multi payer
health insurance arrangements and to those relying predominantly on
user charges contributions are also included that focus both on
medical care and on non medical factors that affect health each
chapter provides a succinct summary of the current state of economic
thinking in a given area as well as the author s unique perspective on
issues that remain open to debate the volume presents a view of health
economics as a vibrant and continually advancing field highlighting
ongoing challenges and pointing to new directions for further progress

Immigration and Population 2015-03-05
revolutionary ideas on how to use markets to achieve fairness and
prosperity for all many blame today s economic inequality stagnation
and political instability on the free market the solution is to rein
in the market right radical markets turns this thinking on its head
with a new foreword by ethereum creator vitalik buterin and virtual
reality pioneer jaron lanier as well as a new afterword by eric posner
and glen weyl this provocative book reveals bold new ways to organize
markets for the good of everyone it shows how the emancipatory force
of genuinely open free and competitive markets can reawaken the
dormant nineteenth century spirit of liberal reform and lead to
greater equality prosperity and cooperation only by radically
expanding the scope of markets can we reduce inequality restore robust
economic growth and resolve political conflicts but to do that we must
replace our most sacred institutions with truly free and open
competition radical markets shows how

Transitioning to Reduced Inequalities
2023-02-09
ballot box voting is often considered the essence of political freedom
but it has two major shortcomings individual voters have little chance
of making a difference and they face strong incentives to remain
ignorant about the issues at stake voting with your feet however
avoids both these pitfalls and offers a wider range of choices in free
to move ilya somin explains how broadening opportunities for foot
voting can greatly enhance political liberty for millions of people
around the world people can vote with their feet through international
migration choosing where to live within a federal system and by making
decisions in the private sector somin addresses a variety of common
objections to expanded migration rights including claims that the self
determination of natives requires giving them the power to exclude
migrants and arguments that migration is likely to have harmful side
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effects such as undermining political institutions overburdening the
welfare state increasing crime and terrorism and spreading undesirable
cultural values while these objections are usually directed at
international migration somin shows how a consistent commitment to
such theories would also justify severe restrictions on domestic
freedom of movement by making a systematic case for a more open world
free to move challenges conventional wisdom on both the left and the
right this revised and expanded edition addresses key new issues
including fears that migration could spread dangerous diseases such as
covid 19 claims that immigrants might generate a political backlash
that threatens democracy and the impact of remote work

The Oxford Handbook of Health Economics
2013-05-23
in an era when trade and currency wars threaten to end a long standing
period of growing trade and capital flows the economics of
international trade investment and finance have become more important
than ever this three volume encyclopedia provides a comprehensive and
up to date overview of the theory and evidence on the causes and
consequences of global trade and the theory and evidence on the
economics of international trade financial and monetary transactions
it provides first of all a comprehensive set of entries explaining the
key theoretical concepts in international economics as well as the
latest empirical and simulation techniques used in the academic
literature in addition various entries present the history behind and
the controversies surrounding the core current global trade and
monetary institutions from the world trade organization to the
european monetary union the three volumes also provide a serious
discussion of today s central policy debates including the impact of
globalization on employment wages and income distribution the
imposition of controls on international financial flows the effects of
tariffs and protectionist policies fixed versus flexible exchange rate
regimes and the role of the multinational enterprise on global growth
technical change and income distribution among many others

Radical Markets 2019-10-08
弱い紐帯の仮説 埋め込み概念を 新しい経済社会学 に昇華する グラノヴェター理論の記念碑的著作

Free to Move 2020-04-23
analyses the behaviour of not for profit organizations under a variety
of conditions and contrasts them with profit maximizing firms other
types of profit constrained firms and with public bureaucracies
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Encyclopedia Of International Economics And
Global Trade (In 3 Volumes) 2020-03-23
an impassioned defence of global immigration from the acclaimed author
of maximum city drawing on his family s own experience emigrating from
india to britain and america and years of reporting around the world
suketu mehta subjects the worldwide anti immigrant backlash to
withering scrutiny the west he argues is being destroyed not by
immigrants but by the fear of immigrants he juxtaposes the phony
narratives of populist ideologues with the ordinary heroism of
labourers nannies and others from dubai to new york and explains why
more people are on the move today than ever before as civil strife and
climate change reshape large parts of the planet it is little surprise
that borders have become so porous this land is our land also stresses
the destructive legacies of colonialism and global inequality on large
swathes of the world when today s immigrants are asked why are you
here they can justly respond we are here because you were there and
now that they are here as mehta demonstrates immigrants bring great
benefits enabling countries and communities to flourish impassioned
rigorous and richly stocked with memorable stories and characters this
land is our land is a timely and necessary intervention and literary
polemic of the highest order

社会と経済 2019-12
the share of immigrants in western and eastern europe has increased
rapidly over the past four decades today one of every three immigrants
in the world goes to europe furthermore although globally only one
third of migration takes place within regions intraregional migration
is especially high within europe and central asia with 80 percent of
the region s emigrants choosing to move to other countries in the
region in high income destination countries migrants are often blamed
for high unemployment and declining social services there are also
widespread concerns about brain drain in the migrant sending countries
of eastern europe the western balkans and central asia this update
focuses on the design of policies on labor mobility and presents the
trends determinants and impacts of low and high skilled labor

The Non-profit Enterprise in Market Economics
2013-07-04
though globalisation of the world economy is currently a powerful
force people s international mobility appears to still be very limited
the goal of this book is to improve our knowledge of the true effects
of migration flows it includes contributions by prominent academic
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researchers analysing the socio economic impact of migration in a
variety of contexts interconnection of people and trade flows causes
and consequences of capital remittances understanding the
macroeconomic impact of migration and the labour market effects of
people s flows the latest analytical methodologies are employed in all
chapters while interesting policy guidelines emerge from the
investigations the style of the volume makes it accessible for both
non experts and advanced readers interested in this hot topic of today
s world

This Land Is Our Land 2019-08-22
this book examines tourism economics in detail providing a range of
specific case studies of tourism operations in various countries
across the world the contributors to this volume are from diverse
locations with ten countries across four continents represented namely
canada china greece india iran poland portugal south africa spain and
the usa the book is systematic in structure and thorough in content
and will be useful for both academics and tourism professionals
seeking to update their knowledge and practice of tourism economics
and to contribute to the field by developing further research
proposals at both the micro and macro levels

Europe and Central Asia Economic Update, Fall
2019 2019-10-09
the papers presented in this volume form a homogeneous body of
knowledge with many facets the topics researched present a wide
variety this volume offers solid research on a variety of issues in
the study of migration theodore p lianos south eastern europe journal
of economics the enlargement of the european union has had an enormous
impact on migration within europe this book addresses the form of
these effects outlining the social political and economic problems
created by the free movement of people within the european union the
eminent european contributors to this book explore the ways in which
nation states and the eu seek to promote the benefits of migration but
at the same time counter threats arising from dislocation the
advantages and costs of migration are considered as is the crucial
problem of who gains and loses from migration underpinning the
analysis are studies on retirement migrants in turkey and migrant
workers in countries including austria finland norway portugal spain
and the uk which highlight the impact of immigration in the host
states the motivation for migration within the eu as well as the
issues of societal integration of migrants and the need for control as
a consequence of growing levels of migration this timely and relevant
study will strongly appeal to scholars and researchers in a wide range
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of fields including european studies migration studies social policy
human geography international relations and sociology

The Socio-Economic Impact of Migration Flows
2014-06-27
problems and solutions by cecilia garcâia peänalosa in collaboration
with jan boone chol won li and lucy white includes bibliographical
references p 665 687 and index

Tourism Economics 2015-09-04
this publication is an effort to increase visibility and recognition
of the internal migration phenomenon in india disseminate experiences
and practices and provoke a paradigm shift in the perception and
portrayal of migrants by addressing myths and misconceptions and
creating awareness on the benefits of migrants in society

Migration and Mobility in Europe 2009-01-01
refugees have rarely been studied by economists despite some
pioneering research on the economic lives of refugees there remains a
lack of theory and empirical data through which to understand and
build upon refugees own engagement with markets yet understanding
these economic systems may hold the key to rethinking our entire
approach to refugee assistance if we can improve our knowledge of the
resource allocation systems that shape refugees lives and
opportunities then we may be able to understand the mechanisms through
which these market based systems can be made to work better and turn
humanitarian challenges into sustainable opportunities this book
adopts an inter disciplinary approach based on original qualitative
and quantitative data on the economic life of refugees in order to
begin to build theory on the economic lives of refugees it focuses on
the case of uganda because it represents a relatively positive case
unlike other governments in the region it has taken the positive step
to allow refugees the right to work and a significant degree of
freedom of movement through it so called self reliance strategy this
allows a unique opportunity to explore what is possible when refugees
have basic economic freedoms the book shows that refugees have complex
and varied economic lives often being highly entrepreneurial and
connected to the global economy the implications are simple but
profound far from being an inevitable burden refugees have the
capacity to help themselves and contribute to their host societies if
we let them
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Endogenous Growth Theory 1998

Research and Technology 2002

MIGRANT LABOUR ISSUES AND CHALLENGES 2022-10-02

Refugee Economies 2017
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